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SUMMhARY 

Additional tests run at Conn Yankee continue to show excellent correla
tion between in-core and out-of-core neutron detection instrumentation.  

A fixed incore detection system has been proposed for Indian Point 2 
for use as an operational and diagnostic aid. It would not have a 
direct safety function and it would not be required to run the reactor.  

On the basis of extensive analytical effort using three dimensional 
analysis, Westinghouse has concluded that the Indian Point 2 reactor 
will be stable with respect to xenon oscillations in the X-Y plane.  
TheX-Y control system has therefore been scrapped.  

Final proof of reactor X-Y stability awaits the performance of the 
start-up tests. Westinghouse is prepared to enhance the reactor 
stability by further direct modifications (addition of more boron 
burnable poison rods) if this should prove to be necessary, but'it 
is not anticipated.  

The resulting symmetrical control and operation of the reactor is a 
desirable goal from a-safety and operational viewpoint.  

MEETING CONTENT 

A presentation on power distribution and control for the.Indian Point 2.  
reactor was made by Westinghouse. The material covered was organized 
and presen ted under the following headings: 

-Review of Conn Yankee tests on detection of power maldistribution 
previously presented (WOAP 9010). R. Joe Johnson 

-Results of new tests at Con Yankee on detection of power mal
distribution performed at constant power. R. Joe Johnson.  
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- Description of fixed in-core instrumentation for Indian Point.2.  
Robert.F. Barry 

- X-Y Xenon Oscillations and control for the Indian Point 2 reactor.  

Robert F. Barry 

Each topic is discussed separately in the following paragraphs: 

(1) Conn Yankee tests - "old data" 

A review of these tests fully reported in WCAP 9010 (reference.2) 
was presented.' The tests provide experimental evidence of the 
ability to detect a power maldistribution resulting from a single 
control rod insertion using out-of-core ion chambers, core exit 
thermocouples, and in-core neutron flux detectors.  

It was noted that the distance "across flats".for the Indian 
Point 2 reactor-is the same as for Conn Yankee and that the 
extra fuel assemblies in Indian Point are along the corners 
of the core (9 additional assemblies in each corner for a total 
of 36 additional assemblies).  

(2) Conn Yankee tests - 'new data" 

Additional tests were run at Conn Yankee to compare the capa
bility of in-core and out-of-core instrumentati on to measure 

- power maldistribution resulting from inserted control rods.  

A principal feature of the new tests was that -the measurements 
were made at a constant reactor power level. This was accom
plished by carefully-balancing rod insertion and removal with 
boron removal and additions and other plant controls. In-core 
data (detector current) were taken for two core positions P-rlO 
(unrodded) and K-10 (rodded) using an 1800 channel-data acquizi
tion unit. Duration of the test was 120 hours with data taken 
at 20 minute intervals. Results were plotted as I/I-Io versus 
time, where I is the ion chamber ,or detector .current. Plots 
were presented for incore point measurements, for axially 
integrated incore measur 'ements (top-and bottom half of the 
core) and out-of-core. ion chamber measurements (top and bottom 
half) . There appeared to be a close correlation between in
core and out-of-core results.
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(3) Fixed in-core instrumentation for Indian Point .2 

Eight axial strings-.of four detectors each located symmetrically 
are proposed as fixed in-core instrumentation for Indian Point 2.  
Output 'will be via the computer which will alarm (computer alarm) 
on neutron flux X-Y tilt. This instrumentation will be used as 
an operational aid and is expected to have a lifetime of one 
full cycle. Continuation of its use will be based on its opera
tional value. It'will have no direct. safety function and is not 
required for operation of the reactor.  

A similar system will be provided for H. B. Robinson.  

()X-Y-Xenon Oscillations 

As a result of further analytical effort reported in references 3, 
4, 5, and 6, Westinghouse has concluded that the Indian Point 
reactor (as well as subsequent higher power density Westinghouse 
four-loop reactors) will not be unstab 'le with respect to potential 
xenon oscillations in the X-Y (horizontal) plane. This will be 
verified experimentally by startup tests on Indian Point 2. In 
the event that the startup tests indicate otherwise, the modera
tor coefficient will be made more negative by insertion of 
additional boron burnable poison. Operation with rods partially 
inserted can also be used to stabilize the reactor.  

The 'use of X-Y rods is, therefore not contemplated at all at 
this time and the concept of X-Y control is out of the picture, 
i.e., there is no X-Y control-system.  

Apparently, Westinghouse. is confident that their analytical 
effort (results reported in references 3, 4, 5, and 6) using 
three-dimensional calculations has shown that Indian Point 2 
type cores are stable with respect to X-Y xenon oscillations, 
that is, that any X-Y oscillations that do get started would 
damp out in a convergent fashion.  

Using the same analytical techniques a calculation of an axial 
oscillation detected in Conn Yankee was made and compared to.  
experiment.
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The resulting calculation compares favor-ably with the experiment 
with the experimental oscillation damping out somewhat more 
rapidly than the calculated result.  

The lack of divergent oscillations in the X-Y plane will allow 
symmetrical control of the reactor and should make detection 
of any flux tilt significantly easier. Any significant diver
gence from symmetry in the X-Y plane will alert the operator 
to a problem.  

K. Kniel, Project Leader 
Reactor Project Branch #1 
Division of Reactor.Licensing 
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